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GREEN BUILDING PRACTICES

More and more homeowners, builders, municipalities, and
government agencies are embracing green standards for
their construction projects to help preserve our environment.
PABCO® Roofing Products can help by providing products
that contribute to green certifications, such as LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design).

LEED certified buildings are not only good for the planet, but can
also help occupants save money through reduced energy and
water bills. Within the LEED Rating Systems for the various types
of construction, there are multiple opportunities for shingles from
PABCO® Roofing Products to contribute to LEED rating points.
Among these opportunities are the Heat Island factor when using
of our Premier Radiance® Elite or Premier Radiance® highly
reflective shingles, by consideration of the LEED preference for
Regional Materials, or by factoring our recycled content into the
recycled content of the whole building.

WASTE REDUCTION INITIATIVES

PABCO® annually diverts over 30,000 tons of waste products from
landfills to be reused or recycled.

• Asphalt process waste is recycled for use in local
road construction.
• Over 98% of water used during production is collected
and reused.
• Empty pallets are collected from our distributors, refurbished by
a local pallet recycler, and reused. Pallets can be refurbished
and reused many times over.
• All excess granules and sand are collected, sorted, and
reused in our manufacturing process.
• Recycled materials are utilized in manufacturing, when available.
• Waste limestone is sourced for use as a raw material.
• PABCO® has a comprehensive recycling program that includes:

- Process waste
- Cardboard
- Scrap metal
- Waste oil
- Plastic
- Paper
- Office waste
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PRODUCT

Paramount Advantage®

Paramount®

CascadeTM

Premier Advantage®

Premier Radiance® Elite

PABCO Premier® Elite

PABCO Premier® Professional

PABCO Premier®

Premier Radiance®

SG-30®

Shadow Cap 4

Paramount® Starter

Universal Starter

Printed On Recycled Paper

PABCO® Roofing Products are
manufactured in Tacoma, Washington

Printed on FSC-certified paper


